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Abstract

More than a thousand different protein folds are known to exist, many of which have been

characterized through dedicated research; however, there is little evidence of how these

numerous structural forms arose through evolution. One approach to elucidating possible

evolutionary pathways of protein structure is to perform directed evolution experiments

on ancestrally related protein families which occupy different folds. One approach to the

directed evolution of a protein fold is to follow a destroy-and-rebuild scheme where pro-

tein stability is knocked out through protein engineering, random mutagenesis is used to

resurrect stability, and stable variants are selected through the powerful method of phage

display coupled to proteolysis. The Cordes lab has previously identified a case suitable for

such an investigation in the Cro protein family where two small DNA binding proteins,

Xfaso 1 and Pfl 6, occupy different folds yet retain high sequence identity. Previous work

has identified deletion mutations which destroy the stability of the ancestral α-helical

fold, but are also known to be compatible with the descendant β-sheet fold. Here, error

prone PCR is presented as a possible method of resurrecting stability through random

mutagenesis in Cro protein variants destabilized through these deletions. A protocol has

been optimized for the production of mutant libraries of these genes Through EP-PCR.

Test clones of these libraries into a prototype pCANTAB B phagemid vector for later

phage display investigations have been successful, and sequencing has revealed that the

implemented protocol yields an acceptable nucleotide substitution rate of 2.9%.
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Introduction

A vast array of protein functions can be seen in the natural world whether it is in signal-

ing molecules and receptors, catalytic activity, or providing physical support. The wide

variety of roles proteins play in the cell alludes to the diverse set of structural forms pro-

teins occupy, the basis of which is encoded in the primary amino acid sequence. Although

protein structure is largely encoded by the sequence of amino acid residues (Anfinsen

1973), the role of the primary sequence in folding is not a simple one, as the structure of

a protein is derived through complex global interactions. Accordingly, simple mutations

at the genomic level resulting in even a few substitutions in the primary amino acid se-

quence can result in a change in the three-dimensional topology of a protein. This has

been demonstrated in vitro where a few key placed amino acid substitution mutations

can result in a definitive switch in the overall fold of a protein domain (Cordes et al.

1999). More than 1,000 protein folds have been identified, all of which have arisen from

various sequences of the 20 amino acids. At least a few of these topologies are thought to

have evolved from pre-existing structures through the accumulation of mutations in their

respective amino acid sequences ultimately resulting in a fold switch (Grishin 2001).

The Cro family of DNA binding proteins is a prime example of structural evolu-

tion between related proteins. These proteins serve similar roles as transcription factors

controlling the lytic and lysogenic cycles of bacteriophage despite occupying different

three-dimensional conformations. A shift in structure has occurred from an all α-helical

ancestral structure, as exhibited by P22 Cro, to an α+ β fold, as seen in λ Cro shown in

Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Shown above is a working model for structural evolution in the Cro protein
family from the all helical fold in P22 to the α + β fold in λ Cro. Xfaso 1 and Pfl 6 are
intermediate in sequence between P22 and λ Cro. (Roessler, et al. 2008).

Similarly, two proteins from the Cro family, Xfaso 1 and Pfl 6, present an exceptional

case of structural evolution. These proteins have 40% sequence identity, yet Xfaso 1 occu-

pies the ancestral helical fold while Pfl 6 conforms to the descendant α+ β fold (Roessler

et al. 2008). Structural data has revealed that these proteins share a structurally con-

served N-terminus while their respective C-terminal regions diverge. The helical and β

sheet topologies observed in the C terminal regions of these proteins are largely deter-

mined by their respective amino acid sequences. However, key interactions between the

C-terminal and N-terminal regions play a crucial role in formation of the observed struc-

tures, as evidenced by the observation that chimeric sequences of the two proteins do not

fold (William J. Anderson, Karen V. Eaton, Matthew S. Dubrava, unpublished data).

The similarity throughout the amino acid sequences of Xfaso 1 and Pfl 6 suggests that

they are connected by simple mutations; nevertheless, it is not obvious what mutational

pathways could connect them in part due to these global interactions.
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Figure 2: Presented above is a graphical representation of the proposed directed evolution
scheme. Insertion and deletion mutations are used to kill the ancestral helical fold in
Xfaso 1 while biasing towards restored stability in the descendant α + β fold. Random
mutagenesis through EP-PCR followed by selection for restored stability through phage
display coupled to proteolysis is then used to resurrect stability in a new form. Structures
were adapted from Roessler, et al. (2008) and correspond to PDB IDs 2PIJ and 3BD1,
(Pfl 6 and Xfaso 1).
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To elucidate plausible evolutionary pathways connecting the folds of Xfaso 1 and Pfl

6, we intend to employ a method of directed evolution in two parts, as shown in Figure

2. First, insertion and deletion mutations, as shown in Figure 3, are used to destroy

the stability of the original fold in Xfaso 1. Then, error-prone PCR is used to introduce

random mutations, and phage display coupled to proteolysis is employed to select for

stable variants. Ideally, this mutation and selection for restored stability scheme will result

in resurrection of the protein fold in a new form. Previous investigation has shown that

certain insertion and deletion mutations in Xfaso 1 yield variants in which the ancestral

helical fold has been rendered highly unstable (Katie L. Holso, unpublished data). A

subset of unstable variants constructed in this manner is presented in Figure 3. A key

feature of these insertion-deletion mutations is they reduce the possibility of a mutation

and selection scheme for restored stability resulting in a pseudo-reversion to the ancestral

fold. Additionally these mutations are known to be compatible with the descendant

β-sheet fold, and thus provide a certain bias for resurrection of stability in this form.

Understandably, the mutations required for stability restoration in these variants are not

blatantly obvious, so random mutagenesis is the choice technique for this task.
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Figure 3: Xfaso 1 and Pfl 6 have 40% sequence identity while occupying different folds.
Unstable, unfolded variants of Xfaso 1 have been created through key insertion/deletion.
These indel mutations destroy the stability of the ancestral helical fold, but are compatible
with the descendant α + β fold. Compatible insertion mutations are shown in blue.
The variants boxed in red, pKH902 and pKH903, were focused on in this investigation.
(Roessler et al. 2008, adapted by Katie Holso).
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Here, we present error-prone PCR (EP-PCR) as a potential method of random muta-

genesis for use in the proposed directed evolution approach. Like the standard polymerase

chain reaction, EP-PCR is a technique for the in vitro amplification of specific segments

of DNA; however, the goal of EP-PCR is to produce amplified versions of the template

that are riddled with mutations. In effect, EP-PCR is a sloppy version of standard PCR

where the fidelity of Taq polymerase is decreased through introducing MnCl2, relatively

high concentrations of MgCl2, and varying concentrations of dNTPs to the standard re-

action (Wilson et al. 2000). Accordingly, this project focuses on the optimization of an

EP-PCR method for introducing random mutations into unstable, unfolded variants of

Xfaso 1, and addresses the viability of using this approach to random mutagenesis in the

directed evolution scheme.
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Materials and Methods

Error prone polymerase chain reaction

For this particular investigation, two unstable, unfolded variants of Xfaso 1 were chosen

as templates. These variants, pKH902 and pKH903, were obtained from Katie Holso in the

form of T7 expression plasmids pKH902 and pKH903, which are based on the commonly

used pET21B vector (Stratagene). Both variants contain deletion mutations in the C-

terminal and insertions in the linker regions to bias resurrection of stability in a form like

that of Pfl 6, and thus are ideal candidates for this investigation.

Having selected template sequences, it was necessary to design oligonucleotide primers

to amplify the genes of interest. Oligonucleotide primers were designed to both amplify

the gene of interest from the template while adding PstI and NotI restriction sites to the

5’ and 3’ ends of the amplified sequences, respectively. These primers were designed to

have Tm ∼ 55◦C for the segment of primer annealing to the template in the first round of

amplification according to equation (1).

(1)

Tm = 4(#G) + 4(#C) + 2(#A) + 2(#B)

Additionally, short random sequences of nucleotides were included upstream of restric-

tion sites to promote digestion. Primers were designed to amplify the sequence for the first

65 residues in Xfaso 1, as the last 15 residues occupy an inherently disordered region of

the protein. Primers should not incorporate disordered regions in order to avoid selection

for stability in later experiments. Custom oligonucleotide primers for the investigated

variants were ordered from Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT).
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Reagent Concentration Volume
Forward Primer (IDT) 100 µM 7.5 µL
Reverse Primer (IDT) 100 µM 7.5 µL
dCTP (NEB) 20 µM 32.5 µL
dTTP (NEB) 20 µM 32.5 µL
dATP (NEB) 20 µM 7.5 µL
dGTP (NEB) 20 µM 7.5 µL
MgCl2 (***) 0.5 M 8 µL
Std. Polymerase Buffer (NEB) 10x 75 µL
A10 H2O 572 µL

Total 750 µL

Table 1: Error Prone PCR Reaction Reagents

The error prone PCR protocol followed was a version of that presented by McCullum

et al. (2010) that has been optimized for Cro protein genes. Optimization was performed

through repeated trials with a template for wild-type Xfaso 1 following suggestions for op-

timization of EP-PCR as presented in Wilson et al. (2000). Initial trials followed a scaled

down version of the protocol from McCullum et al. (2010) where a single 100µL reaction

is run for thirty cycles instead of the proposed serial dilution scheme. Subsequent trials

were performed altering the thermo cycling program employed, but maintaining the same

reaction conditions with marginal success in producing low quantities of correct molecular

weight product. To resolve this issue, a higher concentration of template DNA was used

resulting in proper amplification of the desired molecular weight product; however, appli-

cation of this program to the serial dilution scheme resulted in small molecule takeover in

later stages in the scheme. To combat this, the reaction product was gel purified on 2%

agarose halfway through the dilution scheme, and the correct molecular product isolated

in a final volume equivalent to that loaded on the gel to maintain approximate constant

concentration, although some loss is expected due to purification.

As in McCullum et al. (2010), serial dilution amplification was employed where six-
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teen 100 µL reactions are performed sequentially where 10% of the product form the first

reaction was used as the template for the second, and so on. To avoid misprimed prod-

uct takeover of the reaction, PCR products were gel purified after the eighth reaction,

so the whole experiment is performed in effectively two steps of eight reactions. Prior

to constructing a library of mutants through the serial dilution method, a pilot reaction

of 100 µL was prepared for the investigated gene to verify doubling efficiency using a

scaled down reaction where 96 µL of the reagent mix described in Table 1 was combined

with 2 µL 100 µM template DNA, 1 µL 50 mM MnCl2 (Baker), and 1 µL Taq DNA

polymerase (NEB) in a thin walled 0.5 mL PCR tube, loaded in an Eppendorf Master-

cycler. Thermal cycler, and run using the program shown in Table 2 with 30 repeats

of the cycle instead of 3. The reaction mixture presented in Table 1 was prepared in a

1.5 ml Eppendorf tube on ice, then 96 µL of this mixture was added to tube 1, and 88

µL of the mix to tubes 2 through 8 as described in McCullum et al.. 2 µL of 100 µM

template plasmid was then added to tube 1. 1 µL of the MnCl2 was added to tube 1

and loaded into a Eppendorf Mastercycler thermal cycler. Thermal cycling was begun

using the program presented in Table 2. Upon the thermal cycler reaching the anneal-

ing temperature, 1 µL of Taq polymerase in standard buffer (NEB) was added to tube

1, and the reaction was allowed to proceed through four cycles. Once the thermal cy-

cler reached the extension temperature in the fourth cycle, tube 2 was loaded into the

thermal cycler. Upon completion of this extension period, 10 µL of product from tube

1 was added to tube 2 along with 1 µL of MnCl2 and the thermal cycler program was

restarted. Accordingly, tube 1 was removed from the thermal cycler and stored at −20◦C

Again, once the annealing temperature was reached in the first cycle, 1 µL of Taq poly-

merase was added to tube 2 and the reaction was allowed to proceed. These steps were

repeated for tubes 3 through 8. 10 µL of PCR product from tube 8 was then purified
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through gel electrophoresis on 2% agarose (Invitrogen). The product containing band at

∼250bpwasexcisedandtheproductDNAwasextractedthroughuseoftheQIAGENQIAEXIIgelextractionkitaccordingtoprotocolwithafinalelutioninto10µL

buffer EB and stored at −20◦C. The following day, the reaction mix presented in Table

1 was prepared again as above; however, this time 88 µL aliquots were made of the mix

in tubes 9 through 16. The 10 µL of purified product from tube 8 were added to tube

nine along with 1 µL of 50 mM MnCl2 and thermal cycling was initiated according to the

same program shown in Table 2. The addition of polymerase and transfer of template

was performed in the same manner as for tubes 1 through 8. Once all reactions were

completed, 10 µL of each product from tubes 1 through 16 were characterized through

gel electrophoresis on 2% agarose.

Step Temperature Timecourse
1 Denature 94◦ C 1 min 15 sec
2 Anneal Tm 1 min
3 Extend 72◦ C 3 min 15 sec
4 Repeat Steps 1 - 3 3x

5 Storage 4◦ C

Table 2: Thermal Cycler Program used for error prone PCR.

Library Creation

Upon completion of all sixteen reactions, 50 µL of each reaction product was combined

in a 1.5 mL Eppendorf tube to generate a library of mutants. 100 µL of this library

was then purified through electrophesis on 2% agarose, and purified with the QIAGEN

QIAEX II gel extraction kit according to protocol with elution in 10 µL buffer EB. Purified

products were then combined in a single tube yielding 40 µL of purified mutant library

product.
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Digestion and Cloning of Library

In order to sequence the products of this error prone PCR protocol, the mutant library

was cloned into a modified form of the pCANTAB5 phagemid vector. The phagemid

vector, pKH914, obtained from Katie Holso, is a prototype of the one proposed for use in

future phage display experiments. Cut phagemid vector was prepared through a digestion

reaction prepared by combining 20 µL pKH914 (70.2 ng/µL), 0.5 µL of 1x BSA (NEB),

and 2.5 µL NEB Buffer 3 in a 1.5 ml Eppendorf tube, tap spinning the mixture, then

adding 1 µL PstI (NEB), and 1µL NotI (NEB) and incubating the reaction mixture at

37◦C overnight. The following morning, 1 µL of Calf Intestinal Alkaline Phosphatase

(NEB) was added to the reaction mixture and incubated at 37◦C for 1 hour in order to

cleave 5’-phosphate groups to prevent self ligation of the phagemid digest. After this step,

0.5 µL of 0.25 mM EDTA was added, and the digest was heated to 75◦C for ten minutes

in order to heat denature the enzymes. The digested phagemid vector was then purified

by gel electrophoresis on 1% agarose (Invitrogen). The band containing the digested

vector (∼5 kb) was excised, and the DNA was extracted using the QIAGEN QIAEX II

gel extraction kit according to protocol with elution in 10 µL EB buffer at 10.5 ng/µL.

Likewise, the mutant library was digested through combining the 40 µL of purified

mutant library with 5 µL of NEB Buffer 3, and 1 µL of 1x (10ng/µL) BSA (NEB) in

a 1.5 mL Eppendorf tube, tap spinning the mixture, adding 1 µL PstI (NEB), and 1

µL NotI (NEB) followed by incubation overnight at 37◦C. The following day, 0.5 µL of

0.25 mM EDTA was added and the digest was heated to 74◦C to inactivate the enzymes,

and the digest was purified by gel electrophoresis on 2% agarose. Bands containing the

digested mutant library (∼250 bp were excised and DNA was extracted using the QIAGEN

underline QIAEX II gel extraction kit according to protocol with elution in 10 µL EB

buffer for each extraction. The purified mutant library digest samples were combined
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in a single 1.5 µL Eppendorf tube, dried in a Thermo Scientific SPD1010 integrated

SpeedVac system and brought up in 2 µL buffer EB. The library digest was then ligated

into the cut phagemid vector. Ligation was performed in a 20 µL reaction prepared on

ice containing 2 µL mutant library digest, 2 µL cut pKH914, 2 µL 10x T4 Ligation Buffer

(NEB), 13 µL A10 H2O, and 1 µL T4 DNA Ligase (NEB). The reaction was incubated at

16◦C overnight and cleaned up the following day using the QIAGEN MinElute Reaction

Cleanup Kit according to protocol with final elution into 10 µL buffer EB followed by

storage on ice. Likewise, control ligation reactions were performed following these same

steps. The control reactions included a ”no insert” reaction (2 µL cut pKH914, 2 µL 10x

T4 ligation buffer (NEB), 15 µL deionized H2O, and 1 µL T4 DNA ligase (NEB)), and a

”no insert / no ligase” reaction (2 µL cut pKH914, 2 µL 10x T4 Ligation Buffer (NEB),

and 16 µL A10 H2O). It was necessary to perform the control reactions in order to screen

for background colonies.

Transformation of Constructs into XL-1 Blue E. coli and Sequencing

Mutant library pCANTAB constructs were transformed into electro-competent XL-1

Blue E. coli cells according to the following: 60 µL of electro-competent XL-1 Blue cells

were thawed on ice for ten minutes, then 5 µL of the cleaned up ligation was added to

the cells and allowed to rest for one minute. The cells were then transferred to a 0.2

cm electroporation gap cuvette and electroporated in a BioRad Micropulser on the EC-3

setting (15kV/cm). Then, the transformed cells were immediately rescued by adding 1mL

of SOC medium (0.5% yeast extract, 2% tryptone, 10 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 20 mM

MgCl2, 20 mM MgSO4, 20 mM glucose) to the cuvette, inverting it several times, and

transferring the contents to a sterile culture tube. The rescued cells were then transferred

to a 37◦C incubator for 1 hour. Following this outgrowth period, 100 µL of the culture was

plated on a Luria-Bertani (LB) agar plate containing 0.1mg/mL ampicillin. These same
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steps were followed for the transformation of the control ligation reactions into electro-

competent XL-1 Blue cells. Plates were incubated for 16 hours at 37◦C, then thirty

colonies were picked from library plates and grown in 5mL aliquots of LB media containing

100 µL/mL ampicillin for 13 hours at 37◦C. Following icubation, the small cultures were

centrifuged for 5 minutes at 5,000rcf and 4◦C, and plasmid DNA was isolated through use

of the QIAGEN QIAprep Miniprep kit with final elution of purified plasmid DNA in 50

µL of buffer EB. The concentration of each purified plasmid was determined through use

of a ThermoScientific NanoDrop 2000. For sequencing, samples of each purified plasmid

were taken, dried in a SpeedVac, and brought up in 5 µL buffer EB plasmid such that

the final DNA concentration for each sample was 200 ng/µL. These concentrated samples

were then submitted for capillary electrophoresis sequencing with the PCM13R primer at

the University of Arizona Genetics Core facility.

Analysis of Sequence Results

Sequence data was first screened for the cloned gene between the PstI and NotI site.

All sequences for gene variants compiled in a single fasta file along with the sequence of

the mother variant for alignment purposes. Sequence alignment referencing the mother

variant was performed using clustalx where the mother sequence was set as the primary

profile and all other sequences were aligned to it, and the alignment was exported as a

fasta file. A PERL script (see appendix) written by Ian Borukhovich was then used to

identify and classify instances of nucleotide substitution or insertion deletion mutations.

To identify potential bias for certain nucleotide substitutions, the frequency of occurrence

of each possible nucleotide substitution was determined for the two investigated sequence

sets. This data, excluding instances of insertion and deletion mutations, was used to
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calculate the mean number of nucleotide substitutions per sequence using the equation

x̄ =
#substitutions

#sequences

. Additionally, the number of mutations, both substitution and insertion-deletion, was

determined for every investigated sequence and compared to a Poisson distribution to de-

termine the randomness of the mutational events in time. Moreover, sequences from both

mutant libraries were translated to their amino acid sequences using Serial Cloner 2-5 .

Amino acid sequences were aligned using clustalx , and mutational events, both amino

acid substitutions and insertion-deletion mutations, were determined as above using the

PERL script from Ian Borukhovich. The occurrence of these mutational events was also

compared to a Poisson to determine randomness of the mutational events at the amino

acid level. All statistical calculations were performed. In an effort to compare relative

substitution events, the number of each possible nucleotide substitution disregarding in-

sertion deletion mutations as computed from the aforementioned program and plotted in

a bar chart. All data handling and statistical operations were performed in the R.
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Results

The primary purpose of this work was to investigate the viability of using EP-PCR in

a directed evolution study of Cro proteins. An EP-PCR protocol was optimized for the

introduction of random mutations into Cro proteins, and test clones of variants into phage

display vectors were performed using the R environment for statistical computing.

Implementation of the error prone PCR protocol from McCullum et al. (2010) was

at first unsuccessful, and required optimization. Initial trials performed as single 100 µL

reactions demonstrated no apparent formation of correct molecular weight product, but

production of low molecular weight, misprimed products. To combat reaction takeover

by misprimed products, the thermal cycling program was altered to increase both denat-

uration and extension periods, as suggested in Wilson et al. (2000). Trials of the reaction

under the modified thermal cycling program yielded formation of the desired molecular

weight product in the 200 to 300 bp range; however, when the serial dilution scheme was

integrated in this protocol, less than optimal levels of product formation were observed,

and increased levels of misprimed product formation were seen beginning with the eighth

reaction. In an attempt to produce higher levels of product, an increased amount of

template DNA, 0.2 µg, was used in the first reaction, as suggested by in Wilson et al.

(2000). To reduce formation of misprimed product, the product of the eighth reaction

to be used as template for the ninth was first purified on a 2% agarose gel, effectively

preventing amplification of the misprimed products. The culmination of these modifi-

cations yields relatively high quantities of product at the correct molecular weight with

minimal formation of misprimed product. Performing this error prone PCR protocol with

the investigated variants, pKH902 and pKH903, yielded similar results. Pilot reactions

showed proper doubling efficiency over thirty cycles, as seen in Figure 4. Additionally,
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product formation in the serial dilution scheme showed relatively constant increase in de-

sired molecular weight product with minimal formation of misprimed products, as shown

in Figure 5.
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Figure 4: The products of the test error prone PCR reaction performed for pKH903
are shown above. 100 µL of PCR product was purified through electrophoresis on 2%
agarose. Desired product is visible between the 200 and 300 bp ladder, and the presence
of misprimed product in the 100 bp range should be noted.
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Figure 5: The sequential PCR products from the optimized EP-PCR method. 10 µL
aliquots of reaction product from each of the sixteen sequential reactions from the serial
dilution scheme were purified through gel electrophoresis on 2% agarose. Lanes labelled
in white numbering denote the sequential reactions. Desired product formation is visible
in the 200 to 300 bp range, and misprimed product formation can be seen in the 100 bp
range for reactions 8 and 16.
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Transformation and plating of the mutant libraries from pKH902 and pKH903 yielded

25 and 262 colonies respectively. Out of 25 colonies from the amplification of pKH902

submitted for sequencing, 24 sequences returned with the gene of interest between the PstI

and NotI sites. Out of 30 colonies from the amplification of pKH903, 27 were identified

with the gene of interest in the proper site. 24 sequences from the amplification of pKH903

were chosen at random for comparison against the 24 sequence from the amplification of

pKH902. Analysis of the rate of occurrence of each possible nucleotide substitution, as

shown in Figure 6, revealed a somewhat random distribution of nucleotide mutations,

though a bias towards thymine to cytosine mutations was also apparent in sequence data

collected from both libraries. The variation in the frequency of occurrence of nucleotide

substitutions between the amplified products of pKH902 and pKH903 is expected due to

the stochastic nature of EP-PCR and fluctuation of mutation rates based on the specific

sequence being amplified (Pritchard et al. 2005).
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Figure 6: The frequency of nucleotide substitution mutations is shown above. Genes
for two Xfaso 1 variants, pKH902 and pKH903, were amplified by error-prone PCR,
cloned into phagemid vector pKH914, and multiple isolates were sequenced as described
in Materials and Methods.

Combining the observed number of mutations per sequence from both libraries revealed

an average nucleotide substitution rate of ∼ 5.40 mutations per sequence which translates

to 2.9% chance on average of a nucleotide substitution event occurring at each base subject

to mutagenesis, i.e. bases PCR primers do not anneal to. Likewise, insertion deletion

mutations were also observed in the constructed libraries in 22.9% of the sequences. Out

of twenty-four screened sequences arising from pKH902, six acquired a single nucleotide

deletion. Single nucleotide deletions were detected in 5 sequences out of twenty-four

screened sequences arising from pKH903. Figure 7 summarizes these mutations in a

histogram shown with a Poisson distribution for the data based on a mean value of

5.39 mutations per sequence. The Poisson distribution provides a ruler on which the

randomness of these mutational events can be graded; accordingly, one would expect a

truly random event to lie approximate to such a distribution.
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Figure 7: The density of mutations, both insertion-deletion and nucleotide substitution
acquired per sequence, is shown in the above histogram. The number of mutations varies
between sequences and follows a fairly random distribution as compared with the over-
plotted Poisson random distribution based on an observed mean number of mutations per
sequence of 5.3955. This translates to an observed 2.9% probability of mutation per site.
The frequency of nucleotide mutations was determined from the sequences of amplified
products of pKH902 and pKH903.
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Figure 8: A histogram for the frequency of amino acid substitution mutations acquired
per individual sequence is shown above with an over plotted Poisson distribution based on
an average number of amino acid substitutions per sequence of λ = 3.515. The frequency
of amino acid substitutions is clearly random between different sequences. Frameshift mu-
tations were not included in determining frequencies of amino acid substitution events.
Instances of amino acid substitution were identified through translating DNA sequence
data for amplified products of pKH902 and pKH903 as described in Materials and Meth-
ods.

Likewise, translation of sequences amplified from pKH902 and pKH903 revealed amino

acid substitution mutations at a rate of 3.515 substitutions per sequence, or a 5.67%

chance of a substitution mutation occurring at each residue disregarding insertion deletion

mutations. These results are summarized in Figure 8, which shows the distribution of

amino acid substitution events again plotted with the Poisson based on a mean number of

amino acid substitutions per sequence of 3.515. Moreover, the locations of mutations were

observed to be essentially randomly distributed throughout the length of the sequences

outside of the primer region save for short, somewhat conserved regions, as seen in Figure

9. The alignments show reasonably sporadic, and for the most part unique, substitution

mutations as well as instances of frameshift mutations.
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Figure 9: Presented here are amino acid sequence alignments for amplified mutants arising
from pKH902 and pKH903. Mother variant sequences referenced are shown first, and mu-
tations are highlighted in red. Amino acid sequences were determined through translating
sequenced DNA from multiple isolates as described in Materials and Methods.
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Discussion

In this investigation we sought to determine the viability using EP-PCR as a method

of random mutagenesis in directed evolution studies of Cro proteins and to optimize

a protocol for its use. We have developed an EP-PCR method which is more or less

ready for application in the proposed directed evolution study. The optimized EP-PCR

protocol was found to introduce mutations at a rate for the most part in agreement

with literature values. Doubling of PCR product, shown in Figure 4, was seen to occur

approximate to the optimal rate of 1.7x per cycle as stated in the literature (Wilson, et

al. 2000). Likewise, plateau of the PCR was avoided through application of the serial

dilution method (McCullum, et al. 2010). Additionally, mutations were observed in 2̃.9%

of the nucleotide positions in the analyzed sequences, which agrees with the predicted

literature value of 3.5% considering that the rate of mutagenesis depends on the template

sequence (McCullum, et al. 2010) (Wilson, et al. 2000). In theory, the rate of amino

acid substitution should be 2.2x greater than the frequency of nucleotide substitutions

since a change in any of the three codon positions has the potential to result in an amino

acid substitution (Wilson, et al 2000). However, here amino acid substitution was seen

to occur at only 3.52% of residue positions per sequence on average. Although the rate

of amino acid substitution was lower than predicted, a maximum of 7 substitutions was

observed. This variation in the number of amino acid substitutions is not only due to the

EP-PCR itself, but also because of creating libraries through combining fractions from

all stages of the serial dilution scheme. This inherent variation in the number of acquired

mutations is beneficial, as it is not clear how many mutations and what type are required

to induce a fold swap between Xfaso 1 and Pfl 6. Moreover, we have shown successful

cloning of these mutant libraries into a prototypical phage display vector with generally
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high success, a key requirement granted potential complications encountered when cloning

PCR products in this manner (Oliner, et al. 1993).

Despite the observed successes, there are a few concerns which arise from the re-

sults of these preliminary applications of EP-PCR. For one, there is an apparent bias for

thymine to cytosine substitutions, as seen in Figure 6, which understandably impacts the

true randomness of this method. A higher incidence of thymine-to-cytosine substitutions

is expected as Taq polymerase has an inherent bias for AT to GC base pair mutations

(Cirino, et al. 2003 ). The employed protocol for EP-PCR accounts for biased nucleotide

substitutions through use of a five-fold higher concentration of dCTP and dTTP than

dGTP and dATP in the reaction mixture; however, it may be wise to reduce the concen-

tration of dCTP to combat the mutational bias observed here (McCullum et al. 2008).

Another means of resolving this issue would be to introduce a different polymerase to

the reaction, such as Mutazyme (Stratagene) which has a bias for GC to AT mutations

(Cirino et al. 2003). Perhaps alternating between using Taq polymerase and Stratagene’s

Mutazyme in the serial dilution amplification scheme would yield amplified products

without a specific mutational bias. Moreover, it appears that the current protocol results

in a higher rate of mutations occurring at AT base pairs than GC base pairs, thus using

a polymerase which preferentially mutates GC base pairs to AT ones would resolve this

bias as well.

Additionally, primer design should be considered before implementing this protocol.

Here, primers were designed as is done for standard PCR so they annealed to coding re-

gions of the gene to be amplified. This is both a benefit and a problem as the bases primers

anneal to are not subjected to mutagenesis. Conservation of the nucleotide sequence could

be fortuitous in preserving the directed insertion mutations at the N-terminus which are

compatible with the descendant α+β-fold. However, conservation of the nucleotide se-
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quence coding for the C-terminal region is undesirable, as mutations needed to induce a

fold switch may not be able to occur. Taking these benefits and drawbacks into account,

it is advisable that when using this EP-PCR method, primers should be designed to an-

neal to the coding region for the N-terminus and downstream of the coding region for the

C-terminus.

Nevertheless, the potential complications with the presented EP-PCR method are

not so serious that the protocol cannot be used in further investigations. The bias for

thymine to cytosine nucleotide substitutions does not seem to impact the randomness of

resulting amino acid substitutions. Likewise, issues with primer design are easily resolved.

Accordingly, the next direction for this project is to apply EP-PCR to the proposed

directed evolution approach. EP-PCR will be used to introduce random mutations into

the unstable Xfaso 1 variants effectively constructing libraries of mutants. Screening

these libraries for stable variants through selecting isolates and expressing them is an

unfeasible task considering the high number of different variants created through EP-PCR.

Instead, we intend to identify stable variants through a powerful selection method called

phage display coupled to proteolysis. In this technique, variant libraries are displayed

on filamentous phage particles and bound to a nickel column courtesy of an N-terminal

histidine tag coded in the pCANTAB vector. Proteolysis is performed, cleaving unstable

variants from the nickel column, thus allowing for isolation of stable variants (Clarkson, et

al. 2007 ). Genes coding for these stable variants will then isolated, and repeated rounds

of random mutagenesis followed by selection for stability will be performed in an effort to

screen for the most stably folded protein variants (Schmid, et al. 1998). Stable variants

will then be characterized to determine the nature of their structure in order to determine

if a fold switch has occurred. It is possible that this approach will yield a stable protein

structure that is unlike the ancestral helical or descendant mixed folds, which would be
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an equally interesting result in terms of demonstrating structural evolution. Ultimately,

the goal of this project is to demonstrate an in vitro structural evolution in these Cro

proteins from the ancestral α-helical fold to the descendant α + β topology.
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Appendix

The following is a Perl script written by Ian Borukhovich to identify mutations occurring

in the sequence libraries obtained through EP-PCR:

#!/usr/bin/perl

open(FASTA,’./903seq.fasta’);

$seq_num = 0;

$cur_seq = ’’;

$num_seqs = 25;

open(MUTATIONS,">./903seq.mutations");

while($fasta_line = <FASTA>){

#print "$seq_num $fasta_line \n";

if ($fasta_line =~ />/ ){

#print "CARRROTS $seq_num $cur_seq\n";

if ($seq_num == 1){

$ref_seq = $cur_seq;

print $ref_seq

}

print "$cur_seq $seq_num\n";

if ($seq_num > 1){

#print $cur_seq;

print "Last header $seq_num $last_header\n";

for $i (0 . length($cur_seq)){

$cur_let = substr($cur_seq,$i,1);

$ref_let = substr($ref_seq,$i,1);

#if ($seq_num == 2){

#print "$cur_let $ref_let\n";

#}

$align_pos = $i + 1;

if ($cur_let !~ /$ref_let/){

print "Sequence number $seq_num alignment position $align_pos letter in current sequence $cur_let letter in reference $ref_let\n";

}

}

printf MUTATIONS "\n";

}

++$seq_num;

$last_header = $fasta_line;

#print "All sequences $seq_num\n";

$cur_seq = ’’;

}

if($fasta_line !~ />/ ){

$cur_seq = "$cur_seq$fasta_line";

#print "$cur_seq";

}

}

#print "$ref_seq";
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Figure Legends

Figure 1: Shown above is a working model for structural evolution in the Cro protein

family from the all helical fold in P22 to the α + β fold in λ Cro. Xfaso 1 and Pfl 6 are

intermediate in sequence between P22 and λ Cro. (Roessler, et al. 2008).

Figure 2: Presented above is a graphical representation of the proposed directed evo-

lution scheme. Insertion and deletion mutations are used to kill the ancestral helical fold

in Xfaso 1 while biasing towards restored stability in the descendant α+ β fold. Random

mutagenesis through EP-PCR followed by selection for restored stability through phage

display coupled to proteolysis is then used to resurrect stability in a new form. Structures

were adapted from Roessler, et al. (2008) and correspond to PDB IDs 2PIJ and 3BD1,

(Pfl 6 and Xfaso 1).

Figure 3: Xfaso 1 and Pfl 6 have 40% sequence identity while occupying different folds.

Unstable, unfolded variants of Xfaso 1 have been created through key insertion/deletion.

These indel mutations destroy the stability of the ancestral helical fold, but are compatible

with the descendant α + β fold. Compatible insertion mutations are shown in blue.

The variants boxed in red, pKH902 and pKH903, were focused on in this investigation.

(Roessler et al. 2008, adapted by Katie Holso).

Figure 4: The products of the test error prone PCR reaction performed for pKH903

are shown above. 100 µL of PCR product was purified through electrophoresis on 2%

agarose. Desired product is visible between the 200 and 300 bp ladder, and the presence

of misprimed product in the 100 bp range should be noted.
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Figure 5: The sequential PCR products from the optimized EP-PCR method. 10 µL

aliquots of reaction product from each of the sixteen sequential reactions from the serial

dilution scheme were purified through gel electrophoresis on 2% agarose. Lanes labelled

in white numbering denote the sequential reactions. Desired product formation is visible

in the 200 to 300 bp range, and misprimed product formation can be seen in the 100 bp

range for reactions 8 and 16.

Figure 6: The frequency of nucleotide substitution mutations is shown above. Genes

for two Xfaso 1 variants, pKH902 and pKH903, were amplified by error-prone PCR,

cloned into phagemid vector pKH914, and multiple isolates were sequenced as described

in Materials and Methods.

Figure 7: The density of mutations, both insertion-deletion and nucleotide substitution

acquired per sequence, is shown in the above histogram. The number of mutations varies

between sequences and follows a fairly random distribution as compared with the over-

plotted Poisson random distribution based on an observed mean number of mutations per

sequence of 5.3955. This translates to an observed 2.9% probability of mutation per site.

The frequency of nucleotide mutations was determined from the sequences of amplified

products of pKH902 and pKH903.

Figure 8: A histogram for the frequency of amino acid substitution mutations acquired

per individual sequence is shown above with an over plotted Poisson distribution based on

an average number of amino acid substitutions per sequence of λ = 3.515. The frequency

of amino acid substitutions is clearly random between different sequences. Frameshift mu-

tations were not included in determining frequencies of amino acid substitution events.

Instances of amino acid substitution were identified through translating DNA sequence

data for amplified products of pKH902 and pKH903 as described in Materials and Meth-

ods.
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Figure 9: Presented here are amino acid sequence alignments for amplified mutants

arising from pKH902 and pKH903. Mother variant sequences referenced are shown first,

and mutations are highlighted in red. Amino acid sequences were determined through

translating sequenced DNA from multiple isolates as described in Materials and Methods.
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